
Rivals at War: Firefight by Hothead Games

“We love this data 
and we will be 
making sure we 
include some Google 
Play Services feature
(s) for all our games 
going forward.” 

- Hothead Games



Key Takeaways

● Google Play Games can identify high-quality players, improve 
segmentation and user targeting.

● Retention, ARPDAU, and ARPU are positively correlated with Google 
Play Games sign-ins.

● The best Google Play Games integrations are highly visible, customized, 
achievable, and incentivized.

This case study claims correlation and not causation.



GPGS best practice lessons from 
Hothead Games

● GPGS Sign-in icon is prominent, clear and easily 
accessible

● Keep users engaged and motivated
○ Beautifully designed leaderboard badges
○ Achievements and leaderboard relevantly 

displayed with in-game mission progress & 
rewards

● Room for Improvement
○ Increase GPGS sign-in rate by utilizing auto 

sign-in



Day 1 retention is 125% higher, and day 7 retention 182% higher, 
for GPGS signed-in users.

124% 
higher

182% 
higher

Source: Hothead Games, 4/15/2014 - 7/8/2014



Note: ARPDAU = average revenue per daily active user

134% 
higher

ARPDAU is 134% higher for GPGS signed-in users.

Source: Hothead Games, 4/15/2014 - 7/8/2014



ARPU is 900% higher for GPGS signed-in users 

Note: ARPU = average revenue per user

900% 
higher

Source: Hothead Games, 4/15/2014 - 7/8/2014



Appendix

Walkthroughs of Best Practice GPGS Integrations



GPGS Sign-in Flow

● No auto sign-in -> room for improvement
● G+ iconography shares prominent location as 

other social networks on home screen
● Smooth sign-in flow after clicking on the G+ 

button



No auto sign-in, but G+ iconography shares 
prominent location as other social networks



Smooth sign-in after 
clicking on the G+ 
button.



Smooth sign-in after 
clicking on the G+ 
button.



Smooth sign-in after 
clicking on the G+ 
button.



Smooth sign-in after 
clicking on the G+ 
button.



GPGS Achievements & Leaderboards Implementation

● Prominent and relevant display of GPGS 
Achievement & Leaderboards options to 
match in-game missions.

● Utilizing GPGS notifications for achievement 
unlocks to grant instant gratification

● Beautifully designed and specialized 
leaderboard icons



Prominent and relevant in-game display



Real-time notification of 
achievement unlocked. 



Colorful badges paired with 
achievement that correspond with in-
game missions.



Beautifully designed and specialized 
leaderboards


